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1. Register an account

a. Log in to the cloud platform http://cloud.todacore.com , click on Register, register your account by email.

b. Fill in your information: E - mail, password.

c. After submitting the information, the system will send a confirmation e-mail to registered mail, please

login the email to activate the new account. Finally, login cloud platform “http: // cloud.todacore.com”.

1. Home

On the home page, you can view the devices of status

Total device: The total number of devices added by the user

Online device: number of devices currently online

Online Member: The number of users who have been certified to pay online (Limited to China)
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Billing Gain: certification fees (Limited to China)

Equipment Type proportion: each device model number statistics

Version Proportions: statistics on the number of firmware versions of each device

Monthly Recap Report: total revenue, current revenue, dally revenue, revenue of Ads (Limited to China)

Overview: Showing the number of users in each phase and the number of devices in each phase of the

system load

2. Add device

a. Add an A P device

Click on " Bind Code "or "System" - "My Account" to copy the binding code，Upon successful registered, sign in

to page and find the UniqueCode
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b. Copy this UniqueCode to notepad or save it some where, as each Wifi AP/Gateway/CPE devices will

need to be key in this code for binding into your cloud account.

c. Connect the Wifi AP /Gateway/CPE to your lalptop/pc according to its default IP address setting.

Sign in to Wifi AP /Gateway/CPE device ,at the dashboard , look for the QRcode of AP Cloud. But please select

cloud function from AP page,fill in the UniqueCode that you save earlier from cloud account into the Binding Code

box and click Save/Apply.
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d.Add gateway device

Select the unified cloud control page in gateway, enter the binding code, modify the device name, and save it.

e. Add Wireless bridge device

On the bridge interface, please select System-Remote Management Settings, tick and fill in the binding

code and enter the binding code (the cloud binding code is the same), and save the changes to complete

the operation the bridge binding.
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f. Add 4G router devices

On the 4G interface, please select System-Remote Management Settings, tick and fill in the binding code

and enter the binding code (the cloud binding code is the same), and save the changes to complete the

operation the bridge binding.

4. A P List - displays the A P status
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For the selected AP, you can modify the AP password, RF configuration, AP group, host name, reboot AP,

unbind the device, upgrade the device (use caution, upgrade failed due to network reasons). If you need to

modify the A P configuration in batch, it is recommended to use the AP group,create an AP group and

save it.You can create multiple AP group for different management purpose.
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5. Gateway - shows the gateway status

Remote control gateway:

Click on "Reneval" in online gateway of details page.

After completing the operation, you can see the “domain port” at the gateway of the details page, click it can

link to the gateway home page by remote.
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6. AP Group- Divide AP into the same group for unified configuration.

Create a new group in the A P group, fill in the group name, add the A P that needs to be divided into this group,

and confirm the completion of the configuration.
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Click at AP configure , you may able to set wireless configuration for SSID and password or white black list or

other function for the AP group selected.

Online device will auto detected and listed in AP list.

Select the devices from AP list , click dropdown arrow , select Change AP Group , and select the desire AP Group

Selected devices will be binding for selected AP Group for its groups policy management execution.

a. Click the new SSID, modify the 5G or 2.4G SSID in wireless configuration, V LAN (default is 0), the max

assoc-sta (A P of the maximum number of access terminals), wireless encryption, the other option is selected

as shown in the figure below, the 5G setting is the same as 2.4G .
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b. 5G or 2.4G RF configuration- We suggested that you can change the radio mode, country, channel,

HTMode, transmit power. But other options are carefully modified, such as CTS protection, RTS threshold,

DTIM interval, MinTX Rate, ack Timeout, beacon interval and Beacon TX rate. (For Beacon TX rate requires

A P to have Bluetooth module active)

c. MAC filter (Black and white list) - can restrict the access to the terminal accessing the A P. The whitelist

indicates that access is allowed. The blacklist indicates that access is prohibited. Select the corresponding

method, add the M AC address, and save the configuration.
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d. Rescue Wireless - After the function is enabled, when the A P cannot connect to the external

network (the ping cannot detect the address), the rescue S SID is sent to remind the user that the A P

is offline. Rescue S SID format: RESCUE_99_XXXX, password: 99999999 , save configuration.

e. Network Optimization - default on broadcast suppression, the roaming thresholds recommended setting

- 75DB (terminal switching threshold value of the radio signals between the plurality of A P), weak
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signal rejection thresholds recommended to - a signal value 85DB (terminal connector A P of When it is lower

than the set value, AP does not allow the terminal to access) and saves the configuration.

f. Restart plan - after startup, you can restart the A P periodically, restart by daily, weekly or monthly.

3）One-click planning A P wireless channel

Click Re-planning, “O K ” to complete the configuration, and the channel modification operation can be sent to

the A P to avoid the channel overlap of the A P , and the channel interference and the wireless rate

are reduced .
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4）User Details - Display terminal details of each A P connection

Gateway devices can add and remove gateway devices
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